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ABSTRACT A bifurcation analysis is used to understand the damage realized in flat- 
plate gas-gun specimens that were machined from a highly-textured plate stock of Zr. 
These low-symmetry material specimens were tested to insipient failure and subsequently 
soft-recovered. Post-mortem data sets consisting of EBSD imaging of metallographic 
samples cut from the recovered targets show very different texture-dependent damage 
morphologies depending on the initial texturekarget orientation at impact. 

INTRODUCTIOlV: Strain localization resulting from material instability can be the 
dominant mechanism in terms of accommodating large deformation. Consider the 
example of one-dimensional ( l a )  compression where the specimen deforms 
homogeneously in time and then becomes suddenly unstable resulting in three- 
dimensional (3D) shear localization, large deformat'on and subsequent fracture. This 
mechanical test scenario (usually perceived as undes' able) is usually interpreted as the 
result of heterogeneous material stock, and is often the basis for rejection of the test 
results or labeling the enlire stock as "bad material '. In this effort we investigate an 

to assess the damage mode (ix., cavitation and shear'ng), and correlate the observations 
with material bifbrcation analysis. The material inve tigated is a high1 y-textured (basal 
texture), pure Zr clock-rolled plate stock mechanic lly represented by rather classical 
elastoplastic constitutive modeling as described by M udlin et al. [ 19991. This modeling 
is based on standard metallic constitutive relationshi s augmented with both elastic and 
plastic anisotropy computed from texture measure i ents of the initial material. This 
elastoplastic information is utilized in an associative ow constitutive formulation using 
unrotated (material frame) tensors to ensure materi 1 frame indifference, and thus the 
methodology is well suited to lower-symmetry metalli materials. 

PROCEDURES, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: We proceed with an Eigensystem 
bifurcation analysis (Rudmicki and Rice [1975]) for t e Zr plate under an uniaxial strain 
state-of-stress consistent with plate impact conditi ns, calculating localization plane 
orientations and straining jumps, The rnagnitude of t e mechanical directionality present 
in this Zr due to the crystallographic texture is indic ted by the stress-strain response in 
Fig. 1; the difference in flow stress between the throu h-thickness (TT) and in-plane (IP) 
material directions is a factor of four. The directio 1 ality of the Zr plastic response is 

ostensibly 11) plate impact test with post-mortem met I llography of the recovered targets 

s 
further revealed by the yield surface projections 
n - plane projection where the anisotropic 
manifestation of the texture will be apparent in 

in Fig. 1; note the eccentric 
shape suggests that some 
analysis for this material. 
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Figure I I. Experimental stress versus strain uniaxial-compression curves (le@) for the Zr 
plate material, and normalized Zr yield surJrace projections (right) expressed in a 5D 
stress-basis where the 7, - z2 envelope is the n -plane. 

In view of Euler's Theorem for homogeneous functions we assume that the Cauchy 
stress-rate can be written in total stiffness form, subject to the constraint that the stiffness 
does not depend on the rate-of-deformation - D : 

I 

Equation ( I  b) follows from a straightforward combin@tion of the constitutive equations, 
where Psph and Hatlev are the spherical and deviatoric projectors, E is the deviatoric 
elastic stiffness, K is the bulk modulus, a represents a quadratic yield surface shape, IS 
is the flow stress and - h contains the hardening and softening terms associated with the 
flow stress. Defining the vector g as the normal to a localization plane and the 
elastoplastic acoustic tensor as - -- A g T g , we form the classical Eigenproblem derived 
by Rudnicki and Rice [ 19751: 

- 

& - pc2 !). [ 51 = 0 , where ( p ~ ' ) ~  -+ 0 and Der&) -+ 0 at bifurcation (2qb) 

where the Eigenvector [ e ]  is the direction of the straining jump E.[E]. - Zirconium 
bifurcation results are next produced using Eq. (2a), which includes a search for the 
orientation g that minimizes the determinant of I A .  

-_ - 
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Gas gun plate-impact testing of the Zr in the TT and IP orientations was conducted at 330 
m / s  (Gray et al. [2000]), followed by post-mortem metallography of a central region in 
the soft-recovered, insibient damaged targets shown in Fig. 2. The shock propagation is 
vertical in this figure a$d parallel to the 'IT direction for the left image and parallel to the 
IP direction for the Note the directionality and damage mode differences between 
the T T  and IP TT Case shows small amounts of porosity coalesced together 
with strain the final insipient fracture 

fracture, where others are 
The IP Case shows large amounts of porosity 

or insipient fracture surface; these 
with little suggestion of coalescing 
side of Fig. 2 portrays the classical 

expect in gas gun testing. 

Figure 2: of a shock-orthogonal cut-plane through a recovered Zr target 
(lefi), and a target shocked in the IP direction (right), 

Superimposed on the #ig. 2 images are bifurcation results computed assuming h - = 0 for 
the TT and IP Cases, hich use the indicated stress state directions (filly associated with 
the Fig. 1 yield surfac for uniaxial strain). Note from Fig. 2 that there are two possible 
solutions (a doublet) 1 or each Case. The magnitude of Det (A - ) for the critical sets of 

which defines E ,  is smaller by 50% for the TT Case versus the IP Case, 
implying enhanced IP 1 stability for shack loading, This interesting result in conjunction 
with the larger IP glas#ic modulus (844 MPa), as seen in Fig. 1 at room temperature and 
20% strain, compared to the near-saturated TT modulus (178 MPa) strongly supports the 
conclusion that the IP material direction is more stable under shock loading. 
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